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Abstract 

Experiments were carried out for "exotic" rota
tionally symmetric containers aboard the first NASA 
United States Microgravity Laboratory Space Shuttle 
flight (USML-1). The containers have the property 
that they admit an entire continuum of distinct equi
librium rotationally-symmetric capillary free-surfaces 
for a given liquid volume and contact angle. It was 
found, after the containers were filled in orbit, that 
an initial equilibrium interface from the symmetric 
continuum reoriented, when perturbed, to a stable 
interface that was not rotationally symmetric, as pre
dicted by the mathematical theory. 

Introduction 

When planning space-based operations, it is es
sential to be able to predict the locations and config
urations that fluids will assume in containers under 
low-gravity conditions. For example, one would be 
in serious difficulty if one did not know in advance 
fu what part of a fuel tank the liquid contents were 
to be found. Currently available mathematical theory 
can determine possible free-surface configurations for 
only a few simple containers, such as the right circular 
cylinder and the sphere. Even for these geometries, 
the present theory is inadequate for dealing with such 
unaccustomed liquid configurations as a column or . 
bridge ext~nding across the interior of the container, a 
situation that can be expected to occur under reduced 
gravity. 

The classical theory, according to the Young
Laplace-Gauss formulation, characterizes stable fluid 
configurations as local minima of the surface-plus
gravitational mechanical energy. Using this point of 
view in a mathematical study, we have calculated 
the shapes of rotationally symmetric "exotic" con
tainers with the remarkable property that for given 
contact angle and fluid volume, an infinity (in fact, 
an entire continuum) of distinct rotationally symmet-
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ric equilibrium configurations can appear, all of which 
have the same energy (Fig. 1 ). 5•9 
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Figure 1. Axial section of an exotic container for 
contact angle 80° and zero gravity, depicting merid
ians (dashed curves) of members of the rotationally
symmetric equilibrium free surface continuum. All 
surfaces have the same contact angle and energy and 
enclose the same volume of liquid with the bottom of 
the container. 

These symmetric equilibrium configurations turn 
out to be unstable, and it can be shown that particu
lar deformations that are not rotationally symmetric 
yield configurations with lower energy. 4•9 By a careful 

· construct, it was possible to demonstrate a symmet
ric container that admits infinitely many symmetric 
equilibrium interfaces, but for which no interface that 
minimizes energy can be symmetric. This is in no
table contrast with what happens in the familiar case 
of the right circular cylinder, for which the symmet
ric interface is stable, and no asymmetric ones can 
appear.11 

There is presently no known way to determine 
mathematically the surfaces that minimize energy. 
Numerical computations, such as those described in 
the following section, suggest a number of particular 



non-rotationally-symmetric surfaces as local minima. 
Additionally, it is not clear to what extent the ide
alizations of the formal theory will be reftected in 
reality. Thus it is of interest to determine experimen
tally what physically observable energy-minimizing 
configurations there might be for the exotic contain
ers, both as an indication of the limitations of classical 
theory and as a guide to future theoretical study. 

Computed configurations 

According to the classical Young-Laplace-Gauss 
formulation, the mechanical energy e of a partly filled 
container, arising from the associated surface and 
hydrostatic forces, is (Ref. 8, Chap. 1) 

e = u(S- S* cos-y)+ gravitational energy. {1) 

Here u is the liquid-gas interfacial tension and cos 'Y 
is the liquid-solid relative adhesion coefficient, where 
'Y is the contact angle between the liquid ·and the 
container; S denotes the area of the liquid-gas free 
surface and S* the area of the portion of the ·con
tainer in contact with the liquid. The quantities u 
and 'Y depend only on the materials, independent of 
the container geometry and gravitational field. The 
classical formulation, upon which our mathematical 
study is based, does not encompass possible surface 
friction effects, such as hysteresis and contact line re
sistance, or thermodynamic Kelvin energy associated 
with evaporation and condensation. 

Configurations of liquid that yield a stationary 
value for e subject to the constraint of fixed liquid 
volume are, according to the classical theory, equi
librium configurations. They will be stable, as well, 
if e is locally minimized. In Ref. 5 exotic rotation
ally symmetric container shapes are calculated from 
{1) and the requirement that there be a continuum 
of rotationally symmetric liquid-gas free surfaces all 
having the same contact angle and enclosing the same 
volume of liquid with the container. Such container 
shapes, which were studied first in Ref. 10 for the spe
cial case of zero gravity and contact angle 1r /2, can be 
obtained for any contact angle or gravity level. 5•9 

The container shoWn. in Fig. 1 is obtained by 
placing circular cylindrical extensions with disk ends 
on a calculated exotic container shape, in this case 
for zero gravity and contact angle 80°. The dashed 
curves depict members of the continuum of rotation
ally symmetric equilibrium interfaces. Although such 
containers can be constructed for any gravity and 
contact angle, only under microgravity conditions are 
they of sufficiently large scale to permit accurate phys
ical experiment and observation. Of principal interest 
in this study is the case for which gravity is zero, or 
sufficiently small that the gravitational energy term 
can be neglected, so that (1) becomes 

e:::: u(S- S* cos-y). 
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In order to obtain an indication of what stable 
interfaces there might be in an exotic container, such 
as the one in Fig. 1, numerical calculations were 
carried out using a modified version of the Surface 
Evolver program1 and the driving software reported 
in Ref. 2. The Surface Evolver seeks local minima of 
a discretized energy functional subject to prescribed 
constraints using a gradient descent method. Surfaces 
are approximated by a piecewise-linear triangulation, 
the form of which can be controlled to various degrees 
with commands available to the user. Under control 
of the user, the program adjusts the triangulated 
surface, step-by-step, in an attempt to decrease the 
energy. From the numerical and graphical output 
provided by the program, a user interprets whether a 
local minimum has been found. 

Results obtained with the Surface Evolver for 
the container depicted in Fig. 1 for zero gravity and 
contact angle 80° are shown in Fig. 2; Similar 
results are shown in Fig. 3 for an exotic container 
and liquid with 'Y = 55°. (The values 55° and 80° 
correspond to the materials used in the USML-1 
experiment.) The surfaces shown are the lowest
energy ones found using the Surface Evolver, starting 
from the initial horizontal planar member of the 
symmetric equilibrium interface continuum, to which a 
small volume-preserving perturbation had been added. 
Other local minima could be found by varying the 
form of the initial perturbation, but these had greater 
energy, although still less than that for the rotationally 
symmetric surface continuum. 2 The minimizing free 
surface is shown as a lighter surface against the 
darker, checked background of the container; both 
have been shaded by the (color) graphics display 
software. Triangulation mesh lines are in white. To 
expose the free surface to view, only half the container, 
lying to one side of a vertical plane through its axis of 
symmetry, is shown. This vertical plane is one about 
which the free surface possesses reftectiv;e symmetry. 
The exotic, bulge portion of the container and a 
small length of the circular cylindrical extensions are 
depicted. Views for the upper figures are from a point 
on a horizontal plane through the maximal width of 
the bulge; the vertical symmetry plane of the free 
surface is in the plane of the paper. The liquid would 
lie below and to the left of the free surface. For 
the lower figures the viewpoint is slightly above the 
maximal-bulge plane and to the right of the one for 
the upper figures, to show the excursion of the surface 
across the bulge portion of the containers. 

Both the 55° and 80° minimal-energy surfaces 
appear to be pinned over a part of their circumference 
to the join between the bulge and lower cylinder 
portion of the container. The 80° surface, after 
traversing the bulge, appears pinned to the upper join 
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Figure 2. Views of calculated energy-minimizing 
equilibrium interface in an exotic container. Zero 
gravity, 'Y = 80°. 

as well. This pinning to the upper join could be 
attributed, in part, to the larger fluid volume for this 
case; the fluid corresponding to the planar equilibritim 
symmetric surface with the appropriate contact angle 
rises higher in the bulge of the 80° container than in 
the 55° one. 

These mathematical and computational predic
tions are of central interest for the USML-1 exper
iment, which we discuss in the remainder of the 
paper. The experiment confirms these predictions de
rived from the idealized classical theory and indicates 
also the role of surface resistance forces in creating a 
barrier that must be overcome, in moving from the 
symmetric equilibrium configuration into asymmetric 
configurations of lower potential energy. 

Exoerimental apparatus 

The vessels for the Interface Configuration Ex
periment (ICE), one of which is depicted in Fig. 4, 
were fabricated at the NASA Lewis Research Center. 
Each weighs about 1.5 Kg, including the liquid con
tents, and measures approximately 9 x 9 x 18.4 em. 
The interior was bored out of a solid rectangular block 

· of acrylic plastic, to limit optical distortion. The co
ordinates for the bulged portion of the container were 
fed into a numerically controlled air bearing lathe, 
which performed the final machining operations. The 
surfaces were then lightly finished with cloth and a 
polishing compound. After polishing and annealing, 
the interior surface deviated less than 50 f.Lm from the 
specified, calculated one. 

The vessels were designed for use in the USML-1 
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Figure 3. Views of calculated energy-minimizing 
equilibrium interface in an exotic container. Zero 
gravity, 'Y = 55°. 

Glove box Experiment Module, which was provided by 
the European Space Agency /ESTEC. The Glove box 
is a multi-user facility developed for experiments to 
be conducted on Spacelab missions beginning with 
USML-1. The purpose of the Glovebox is to provide a· 
work area that is ergonomically sound and will allow a 
payload specialist to carry out operations using small 
quantities of toxic, irritant, or potentially infective 
materials, which must be prevented from contaminat
ing the spacecraft atmosphere. Previously designed 
to handle biological experiments, the Glovebox has 
been adapted to handle fluids, combustion, and ma
terials science experiments, to permit effective use of 
hands-on interaction by the payload specialists. ICE 
utilized the Glovebox primarily as a staging area and 
·a level of containment in the event of fluid leaks. ICE 
was one of fifteen Glovebox experiments aboard the 
NASA Space Shuttle Columbia on USML-1 (STS- 50), 
launched in June 1992. 

Exoeriment description 

The general experimental procedure for ICE dur
ing the USML-1 flight was to partly fill the selected 
vessels with prescribed volumes of fluid and to record 
with two video cameras the fluid interface configura
tions that resulted. 

Four vessels were fabricated for the tests. They 
are similar in construction to the vessel shown in 
Fig. 4. The primary vessel components are the single
piece acrylic-plastic (transparent) body, an aluminum 
piston and control dial, stainless steel drive screw 
and two-port valve, and magnetized feet for securing 
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Figure 4. Flight module and schematic drawing 
of an interface configuration experiment vessel. Exotic 
container is for zero gravity and 'Y = 55°. 

the vessel to the Glovebox labjack. As indicated 
in Fig. 4, the vessel is placed in the Glovebox in 
a horizontal position. . One of the test fluids is an 
"immersion" :fluid that has a refractive index matched 
with that of the acrylic container, for reduction of 
optical distortions; it is a blend of hydrogenated 
terphenyl and an aliphatic hydrocarbon. Two of the 
vessels contained this :fluid. The interiors of these 
vessels were coated with surface modifier FC-723 to 
produce a desired contact angle. Distilled Wa.ter was 
used in the other two containers, which were not 
coated. 

The :fluids were lightly dyed in order to enhance 
visibility of the free surface. For the immersion :fluid 
a ceres red dye was used, and for the water a blue 
food coloring was used, which was an aqueous solution 
of propylene glycol with propylparaben and sodium 
metabisuffite as preservatives. Both concentrations 
were so small that no measurable effects were detected 
on the values of surface tension or contact angle after 
the dye was introduced. Surface tension was measured 
by the Dunuoy ring method as 72.4 dyne/em for the 
water and 32.4 dyne/em for the immersion :fluid, with 
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a repeatable accuracy of ±0.2 dynefcm. The wedge 
method (Ref. 3, pp. 22Q-221), (Ref. 6, pp. 191-192), 
was used for measuring the contact angle of water 
with the acrylic plastic as 80° with a repeatable 
accuracy of ±2°. For the immersion :fluid, a modified 
sessile drop method yielded a contact angle with the 
coated surface of approximately 55°. This method 
is more sensitive to hysteresis effects; the accuracy is 
estimated at ±4 °. 

The interior surfaces of the vessels were cleaned 
with sequential rinses of a strong ethanol/ distilled wa
ter solution and distilled water. The vessel was then 
allowed to dry in a pure nitrogen clean-room environ
ment. Before being injected into the vessel reservoirs, 
the fluids were filtered with P4 filter paper. The injec
tion was carried out in the nitrogen environment. All 
seals on a vessel were lubricated with the particular 
:fluid used for it, to eliminate possible contamination 
from other lubricants. 

The diagnostics for the tests included two full
color 1:1 video cameras to record the :fluid interface 
configurations, a Glovebox video camera with audio, 
and devices for the measlirement of ambient Glovebox 
temperature and local acceleration levels. 

Experiment procedure 

The crew procedures for carrying out ICE con
sisted of six steps: (1) unstow equipment, (2) set up 
Glovebox and install vessel, (3) fill vessel test ·volume 
with fluid, .(4) observe equilibrium interfaces, (5) dis
turb interface configuration(s) to determine stability, 
(6) reverse fill procedure and stow. Up to 60 minutes 
was required for each vessel when it was tested inde
pendently. Less time was necessary when the vessels 
were tested sequentially. 

To begin the experiment, a crew member un
stowed the labjack, video cameras, multi-use arm and 
clamp, and the ICE vessel to be tested. The Glovebox 
power was switched on and the ICE vessel was placed 
(horizontally) on the labjack. One video camera was 
mounted to the front door of the Glovebox, and the 
other was directed down from the top, secured by the 
multi-use arm and clamp. The field of view for the 
cameras was centered on the bulge portion of the ex
otic container. Iterative adjustments of the cameras 
and vessel were necessary to center the field properly 
for both cameras. The Glovebox doors were then re
placed with cuff attachments, and the cameras were 
turned on to record the interface configuration. 

To carry out the fill procedure, the crew member 
opened the quarter-turn valve and turned the control 
dial on the vessel, displacing the entire :fluid contents 
of the reservoir slowly into the exotic container. The 
volume of :fluid corresponded to that for the sym
metric family of equilibrium interfaces, as calculated 
for the planar member of the family (Fig. 1). Time 
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was then allowed for the fluid configuration to stabi
lize fully while being recorded by the cameras. Five 
minutes were allowed for the filling procedure. The 
crew member then disturbed the surface ·by tapping 
the container with a finger, lightly at first and then 
subsequently with moderately increasing force. New 
surfaces that formed in the container during the tap
ping procedure were given time to stabilize and to be 
captured on video. The tapping continued until the 
surface either broke up or consistently returned to a 
particular configuration, at which point the fill proce
dure was to be reversed to empty the exotic container 
test volume. The vessel and support equipment we~e 
then stowed. 

Postflight data analysis 

The principal data for this experiment are the 
·video recordings of the two orthogonal cameras. The 

· Glovebox temperature, VCR audio, and the Space 
Acceleration Measurement System (SAMS) provide 
additional data, _which are useful for interpreting· the 
video observations. 

When the on-board video recordings have been 
_ obtained by the authors (they have not yet been re
leased by NASA), quantitative data reduction can be 
attempted directly for the two vessels containing the 
immersion fluid. Because the optical properties of 
this fluid are the same as those of the acrylic plas
tic, the two orthogonal views of the video cameras, 
once scaled, may be digitized directly; it may then 
be possible to combine them to reconstruct the full 
three-dimensional configurations. From such recon
struction, interlacial energies can be estimated as well 
as apparent contact angles. These parameters are 
important for comparison with numerical predictions. 

The two immersion-fluid-filled vessels are identi
cal, being constructed for the 55° contact angle mea
sured for the materials; the second provides a repeat 
run for experiment control purposes. The third vessel, 
which contained distilled water, was constructed for 
the contact angle of goo. A similar vessel was tested 
previously in the NASA Lewis Research Center Zero 
Gravity Facility five-second drop tower. 7 Although in
sufficient low-gravity time was available for a stable 
interface to be achieved, observations showed reorien
tation toward a particular asymmetric configuration. 
The goo vessel tested on USML-1 allows comparison 
with these ground-based test results, and, more im
portantly, for obtaining information on the behavior 
resulting from disturbing the surfaces that form in 
space. 

The fourth vessel also contained distilled water 
as test fluid, yet it differs from the others in that the 
container is not exotic; the bulge is a portion of a 
sphere, for which complete mathematical results are 
available. The infinite family of distinct rotationally 
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symmetric equilibrium interfaces that are possible for 
the exotic containers cannot form. However, by rigid
body rotation of the liquid, an equilibrium surface in 
zero gravity can be tilted as desired with respect to 
the symmetry axis, without any change in shape or 
energy. The results for this vessel can act as a co:o,trol 
to compare with the behavior in the exotic containers, 
and for obtaining information about the effects on 
surface reorientation of resistance at the contact line 
and presence of the (reentrant) corner between the 
bulge and cylindrical portions of the containers. 

Although the Video recordings taken on board 
USML-1 have not yet been released, some excerpts 
were downlinked to earth during the :Bight; from these 
and from comments made by the payload special
ists, preliminary remarks can be made. In all cases, 
the displacement of liquid from the reservoir to the 
container was reported as being accomplished suc
cessfully. The- downlinked video images indicate that 
at the end of the filling procedure the free surface 
was in accordance with one that was predicted: a 
spherical cap corresponding to a particular member 
of the continuum of rotationally symmetric ( l,IDSta
ble) equilibrium interfaces. The liquid then moved to 
an asymmetric configuration in the each of the three 
exotic containers after it was tapped by the payload 
specialist. This was in accordance with mathematical 
predictions, and the video views of the shapes ap
pear to be in agreement with computed lowest energy 
configurations (Figs. 2 and 3). The asymmetric config
uration behaved very stably in response to subsequent 
induced disturbances. No configurations resembling 
those from other computed local-minimum energies at 
higher energies were observed. The interface in the 
control vessel did not exhibit the type of reorienta
tion described above; this, too, is in accordance with 
theory. 

Corroboration and quantitative evaluation of the 
results, as well as further assessment of effects of hys
teresis and other factors, await complete analysis of 
the data. Some video images downlinked to earth 
during the :Bight will be shown during the oral pre
sentation, to indicate fluid behavior in one of the 
immersion-fluid-filled exotic containers. 

Concluding Remarks 

The Interface Configuration Experiment (ICE) 
on the first NASA United States Microgravity Lab
oratory (USML-1), launched in June 1992, explored 
a striking behavior of liquid-vapor interfaces that has 
been predicted mathematically for certain "exotic" 
containers in a low-gravity environment. Prelimi
nary results from downlinked video images show that 
an initial equilibrium interface from the rotationally 
symmetric continuum reoriented, when perturbed, to 
a stable interface that was not rotationally symmet-



ric, as predicted by the idealized mathematical theory. 
The results indicate also the role of contact-line re
sistance forces (contact-angle hysteresis) in creating a 
barrier that must be overcome, in moving from the 
symmetric equilibrium configuration into asymmetric 
configurations of lower potential energy. More de
tailed and extensive tests are expected to yield further 
information on the significance of the findings and 
on sensitivity to effects not included in the present 
theory, such as those associated with contact-line re
sistance and with inaccuracies in measuring contact 
angles and in fabricating the vessels. The present and 
future experiments can contribute to determining the 
applicability of the existing theory and the ability of 
the theory to predict fluid interfacial configurations 
for arbitrary container geometries. 
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